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Lieve BOEQ abonnee, 

 

Heel erg bedankt voor jouw vertrouwen in ons. Wij waarderen oprecht dat je ervoor kiest om 

gebruik te maken van ons studiehulp materiaal. Jij kunt van ons verwachten dat wij altijd 

honderd procent ons best zullen doen om de stof begrijpelijk uit te leggen.  

 

Wij willen je een paar dingen meegeven over het gebruik van ons studiehulp materiaal. Onze 

studiehulp is puur bedoeld ter ondersteuning van het onderwijs: niet ter vervanging. Voor het 

halen van het vak is het nog steeds van belang om zelf de hoorcolleges te bekijken, de 

werkgroepen te volgen en de voorgeschreven literatuur te bestuderen. Onze studiehulp is slechts 

bedoeld om moeilijke onderwerpen toe te lichten en handvaten te bieden om de stof beter te 

begrijpen.  

 

Mocht je iets nog niet helemaal snappen of heb je een vraag aan ons, schroom dan niet om 

contact met ons op te nemen. Wij horen ook graag van jou of je verbeterpunten hebt! Je kunt 

ons bereiken via Facebook of Instagram, of je kunt ons een mailtje sturen op 

boeqcontact@gmail.com.  

 

Heel veel succes deze periode!  

 

Veel liefs,  

Stephanie, Thijs en Willem 

 

P.S. Word lid van onze Whatsapp-groep om op de hoogte te blijven van updates en om vragen 

te stellen aan ons of medestudenten.  

      JAAR 1: https://chat.whatsapp.com/JhjIkhLMfVF0ZUvY3jyuuX 

      JAAR 2: https://chat.whatsapp.com/DHHBTcUFmAY7BEbnZXmvmS 

 

 

Algemene mededeling 

Een BOEQ-abonnement is volledig persoonsgebonden. Dit betekent dat het verboden is om 

inloggegevens en/of studiemateriaal te delen met studiegenoten. Als je dit toch doet loop je het 

risico dat je account geschorst wordt.  

 

Auteursrecht statement 

Het auteursrecht is het uitsluitend recht van de maker van letterkunde, wetenschap of kunst, of 

van diens rechtverkrijgenden, om dit openbaar te maken en te verveelvoudigen, behoudens de 

beperkingen, bij de wet gesteld. (Artikel 1 Auteurswet)  

 

Op alle documenten geproduceerd door BOEQ rust een auteursrecht. Alleen BOEQ behoudt 

het recht om het werk openbaar te maken of om het werk te verveelvoudigen. Het is verboden 

om zonder de toestemming van BOEQ documenten van BOEQ of onderdelen daarvan 

fysiek en/of digitaal te verspreiden. Bij inbreuk op het auteursrecht behoudt BOEQ het recht 

voor om schadevergoeding te vorderen of om aangifte te doen.  

https://chat.whatsapp.com/JhjIkhLMfVF0ZUvY3jyuuX
https://chat.whatsapp.com/DHHBTcUFmAY7BEbnZXmvmS
https://chat.whatsapp.com/DHHBTcUFmAY7BEbnZXmvmS
https://chat.whatsapp.com/DHHBTcUFmAY7BEbnZXmvmS
https://chat.whatsapp.com/JhjIkhLMfVF0ZUvY3jyuuX
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Week 1 – The nature and structure of 

international law 
 

Literature 

Hendriksen 

• Chapter 1 

 

Case law 

This week no case law is prescribed. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Bedankt dat je abonnee bent bij BOEQ! Deze periode zullen wij je door de nieuwe vakken heen 

loodsen met onze uitleg van de stof, arrestanalyses, werkgroepantwoorden, eventuele 

artikelsamenvattingen en tentamenhulp. Wij hebben ervoor gekozen om de studiehulp voor het 

vak Public International Law in het Engels te schrijven. Het vak wordt zelf  namelijk in het 

Engels gegeven, de voorgeschreven literatuur is in het Engels en op het tentamen zal ook in het 

Engels worden getoetst. Om te voorkomen dat jullie in de war raken met bepaalde terminologie, 

zullen wij de studiehulp daarom ook in het Engels schrijven. Wij begrijpen echter dat de switch 

qua taal soms lastig kan zijn. Daarom zullen wij hier en daar Nederlandse opmerkingen of 

vertalingen bij moeilijke woorden erbij plaatsen. Laat het ons vooral weten als iets onduidelijk 

is. Heel veel succes met de eerste week van periode 3. 

 

 

2. What is international law? 

 

International law is concerned with the regulation of international relations. The primary 

subject of international law are the states. The main sources are treaties and customary law. 

 

Private v. public international law 

A distinction can be made between public international law and private international law. 

Whereas public international law concerns the relationships between public persons or states, 

private international law concerns the relationships between private persons. 

 

International law’s relation with politics 

Furthermore it should be noted that a relation exists between international law and politics. 

International law is made by politicians, as they are the ones who negotiate treaties. Where 

politics, thus, determines the law, the law also determines politics. 

 

When international law comes into the picture 

When interests of states collide, the legal answers can be found in international law. When such 

a colliding interest arises between two or more States, international law can enter the picture in 

three ways. Firstly, States can make treaties with one another to address issues. Secondly, States 

can create customary international law (internationaal gewoonterecht) through practice. And 

thirdly, the judgements of international courts can interpret the rules set out in treaties or can 

decide what is customary law and what not. 
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3. The history and development of international law 

 

International law – as we know it today – was invented in Europe. In the following paragraphs 

how international law came into being. 

 

Late Middle Ages 

In the late Middle Ages Europe was characterized by both multiple levels of different 

allegiances and rights and obligations as well as the universal political and religious forces. The 

Pope had quite some influence over various rulers who governed their territory, but also the 

networks of knights and merchants were of a transnational nature. Populations often felt closer 

to these communities than to their fellow nationals.  

Natural law1 was in this time applied to individuals and the relations between them, but also to 

States as rulers were in fact also individuals and therefore subject to it. Next to natural law (jus 

naturale), there was jus gentium. This was considered to be the law of people or nations. This 

law was inferior to (lager dan) natural law and sometimes this law of nations was based on 

overarching principles of natural law. 

During colonialism natural law also came into the picture. When the Spanish had conquered 

new areas in the ‘New World’ where the native Indian populations lived, some argued that these 

natives were part of the society of human race and that the acts of the Spanish were therefore 

subject to natural law. This conquest could therefore not be justified by the notion of ‘discovery’ 

or by grant of the Pope. 

 

17th and 18th century 

It wasn’t until the 17th and 18th century that a more clear distinction between the jus naturales 

and jus gentium appeared – a modern international legal system began to take form. From this 

period of time international law was this way systemized. One of the leading figures in this 

development was Hugo Grotius. He made major contributions to the development of 

international law and was instrumental in applying the natural law to the conduct of 

international relations and developing the law of nations to make it a practical tool for regulating 

a variety of areas of international relations.  

 

Peace of Westphalia 

The 1648 Peace of Westphalia, which had brought an end to the Thirty Years War, can be 

marked as the birth of the international legal system. With the peace treaties of Westphalia the 

major European powers wanted to create an international order derived from agreed rules and 

limits. The objective of these peace treaties was to reduce transnational forces, like empire and 

religion, and instead compartmentalize territory and individuals into sovereign states of equal 

importance. Because the state became the primary source of authority, the citizens gained an 

increasing sense of allegiance to their respective states of nationality. Westphalia was regarded 

as a key building block of international law.  

 
1 Het natuurrecht is het ‘hogere’ recht dat als het ware uit de natuur is ontstaan. Het is een universeel recht en 
geldt dus voor iedereen.  
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So – in short – the 1648 Peace of Westphalia formed a turning point in the development of 

international law because it founded the principle that sovereign states are the primary actors in 

the international system and that they enjoy equal legal status as well as protection from outside 

intervention. From this moment on, the international society has been a society of individual 

sovereign states. 

 

The 19th century and the era of positivism 

This is regarded as the era of positivism. In this time the true source of law was not morality, 

but state will. Therefore, state consent was very important in this era. States could either express 

their will explicitly in the form of a treaty or implicitly by customary practices. The consensual 

theory entails that, unless a state has consented to be bound by a rule, no international legal 

obligation exists and the state is able to act as it pleases. This means that, as opposed to natural 

law, there is no universal legal system, but one that is fragmented and in which states are bound 

by different legal obligations.  

This was also a period in which the first multilateral treaties regulating armed conflicts were  

concluded and conventions on the conduct of war and establishment of a Permanent Court of 

Arbitration were adopted.  

 

The interwar period 

After World War I an organization was created called the League of Nations, which was tasked 

with maintaining world peace. The League did not prohibit war, but it tried to limit outbreaks 

by requiring states to submit potential destabilizing disputes to one of a number of settlement 

mechanisms and to withhold from starting a war until a decision was made by that mechanism. 

A major achievement of the interwar period was the establishment of the Permanent Court of 

Justice (PJIC) in the Hague. This was the predecessor of the current International Court of 

Justice (ICJ).  

 

The period after the end of the Second World War 

The League of Nations was replaced by United Nations (UN), which was entrusted with the 

maintenance of international peace and security. The UN is built on the principles of Westphalia 

and is based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self -determination of peoples and 

on the sovereign equality of all its members. The founding treaty of the UN is the Charter of 

the United Nations. Among other things, the UN Charter brought about the following: 

- It banned the use of force  

- It gave the Security Council the competence to maintain international peace and security 

and to authorize forceful measures 

- It established the General Assembly where all members are represented and through 

which all states can express their concerns. The Assembly played an important role in a 

wide range of global interests, such as the decolonization process. It also contributed to 

the development of international law by establishing the International Law Commission 

(ILC), whose job was to promote progressive development of international law and its 

codification.  

- With the creation of the UN, the International Court of Justice replaced the PCIJ and 

gained a more important role. 
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- Under the United Nations, a lot of international organizations were created, including 

the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). The members of NATO agree to offer 

each other mutual defence in the event of an attack by an external actor. 

The European Union (EU) formed another motivation for members to avoid large-scale 

conflicts. The EU expanded to what now stands at 28 Member States. The EU consists of 

important institutions: the European Council, the Council of the European Union, the European 

Parliament, the European Commission and the Court of Justice of the European Union.  

The Council of Europe was created to strengthen intergovernmental and inter-parliamentary 

cooperation. It later adopted the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). This remains 

the central instrument for the protection of human rights in Europe. This Convention established 

the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) in Strasbourg, which hears  complaints from 

individual citizens and can make binding decisions.  

Important regional organizations, for instance in America and Africa, have also been created 

outside Europe. For instance in America and Africa similar organizations have been established.  

 

The present 

Most international institutions that we know today were established to create a world order 

based on Western values: open and free economic markets, increasing respect for individual 

rights and institutional cooperation. This liberal international order now, however, show signs 

of break-up. As non-Western countries, like China, are emerging, global shifts in economic 

power are taking place and the power and influence of the West is diminishing. Next to 

interstate competition, there also seem to be profound disagreements on important issues about 

the means whereby states pursue their interests. Think of Russia’s unlawful annexation of 

Crimea in 2014 or China’s policy of land-grab in the South China Sea. This makes it more 

difficult for states to reach agreements to create new legally binding global agreements on 

important issues. Instead, states decide to make less ambitious non-binding global political 

agreements or legally binding regional agreements with likeminded states.  

The extensive institutional cooperation in Europe is more frequently criticized. National 

policymakers can freely decide on increasingly fewer political issues. The loss of national 

sovereignty and allegations of unjustified activism by the Court of Justice of the European 

Union (CJEU) have also caused more dissatisfaction. This was noticeable when the British 

people decided to leave the EU in June 2016. 

 

Source: International Law (2nd edition) , A. Henriksen (hereafter: International Law), p. 17-18. 
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4. The structures of international law 

 

A society of sovereign nation states 

Because of the 1649 Peace of Westphalia the international society is a society of individual 

sovereign states of equal importance. This helps explain the primary purpose of international 

law. It is best to consider nternational law from the perspective of national law as something 

that foresees the lawyers’ need for legal rules and principles to complement those found in the 

national legal system. National law regulates disputes between citizens of a sovereign state or 

between the citizens and the state. However when the issue concerns the interest of more than 

one state, national law is not suitable for settling the dispute and one must find the an swer in 

international law. So where national law falls short, international law enters the picture.  

International law therefore serves as a supplement to national law. 

There are two ways in which an issue becomes of interest to more than one state: 

1. The first way an issue becomes of interest to more than one state is when two or more 

states have a colliding interest in the substance of the issue. Such an issue could for 

example concern use of force, jurisdiction and immunity or the creation of a new 

independent state.  

2. The second way an issue becomes of interest to more than one state is when involved 

states have agreed in a treaty to turn the issue into one of an international character. 

Think of international environmental law or international trade law.  

Therefore, a matter may become an issue for international law either due to its content or due 

to its form. While the former is governed by the international law of coexistence, the latter is 

dealt with under the international law of cooperation. 

 

International law of coexistence 

International law of coexistence or ‘general international law’ provides the legal answers to 

questions that are inherently of interest to more than one state and required to separate the 

powers of the sovereign states and thereby uphold peaceful coexistence. Examples of topics 

where interests could collide: delimitation of territory, the criteria for statehood and the 

recognition of new states and governments, jurisdiction and immunity, the use of force, the 

conduct of armed hostilities and neutrality in times of armed conflict. You would also find the 

fundamental principles of treaty law and the secondary legal principles on state responsibility.  

The international law of coexistence is focussed on the matter in which sovereign states interact 

with and between each other and is therefore primarily horizontal. You should know that 

international law of coexistence is not meant to bring sovereign states ‘closer together’. It  

merely seeks to ensure that states can pursue their different and separate interests without 

disrespecting the sovereignty and rights of different states.  

 

International law of cooperation 

The international law of cooperation provides the legal answers to issues that are not inherently 

of interest to two or more states, but that have nevertheless become a matter of international 

concern through the adoption of a treaty (treaties are international agreements governed by 

international law). Topics that were first only of national interest, later – after the Second World 

War – became part of a variety of ‘societal’ goals on an international level. As a consequence 
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international law became concerned with the manner in which sovereign authority was 

exercised within individual states. Examples of topics covered by international cooperation law 

are: international human rights law, the majority of international environmental law and 

international economic law.  

The difference between the international law of coexistence and the international law of 

cooperation is that the latter is optional for sovereign states. This means that states themselves 

can decide whether they want to turn matters that were first governed by national law into a 

matter of international law. This explains why wider societal goals are more difficult to achieve 

with an international society. Tackling societal issues often requires legally binding agreements 

by states, something that is often hard to get.  

 

Source: International Law, p. 10-11. 

 

 

5. The basis of international obligation 

 

For this course it is also important for you to understand why sovereign states can be bound by 

international legal obligations. The following question is posed in the mandatory literature: how 

can a sovereign state be bound by international law? Is it not the case that a state can be either 

sovereign and not bound by international law, or bound by international law and not sovereign? 

The answer is no. international legal obligations should be seen as a logical consequence of 

sovereignty. There are multiple sovereign states, which justifies the existence of international 

law. Just like the liberty of individuals within a state must be limited in order to ensure liberty 

for all individuals, the same goes for sovereign states. For a peaceful coexistence of sovereign 

states, rules are needed that dictate how states may behave in their mutual relations.  

In practice, all states accept that they are bound by international law. They acknowledge that 

they are a member of a society of states and that they benefit from the rules required for 

maintaining peaceful coexistence within the society they form. 

 

Source: International Law, p. 12-13. 

 

 

6. The relationship between international law and national law 

 

International law asserts its own supremacy over national law. A breach of international law 

could therefore not be justified by national law. How a state lives up to its international legal 

obligations is, however, in principle not governed by international law. States can  usually 

decide for themselves how they will implement its international commitments. There are 

exceptions: in some cases states are obliged to implement certain EU regulations and directives 

in their domestic legal system in a specific manner. 

There are two ways in which international law is applied in national legal systems by the 

legislature and national courts: the monist approach and the dualist approach.  
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Monist approach 

With this approach the state has domestic law, which states that international law will have a 

direct effect in domestic law, once the state has ratified it at an earlier moment in time (= state 

has given its consent). Therefore no further action is needed after the ratification for the 

international to be directly incorporated. This approach is based on the idea of the international 

law and national law forming one single legal system or a set of mutually intertwined legal 

orders that are presumed to be coherent. This originates from what is called the ‘Grundnorm’ 

(Hans Kelsen). 

 

Dualist approach 

With this approach the international law won’t have direct effect in the national law once the 

state has ratified it (= given its consent). In addition, the international law has to be integrated 

in or transposed to national law in order to have effect. Therefore it has to be adopted by the 

parliament. This approach is based on the idea that international law and national law are two 

separate legal system that operate independently. 

 

Thus, to what extent international law is integrated into the national legal system depends on 

the state’s constitutional approach (monist or dualist). National courts, however, are more 

willing to apply customary international law directly in their legal systems than treaty -based 

norms. Treaties often govern issues that are not inherently of an international nature (read par. 

3, ‘international law of cooperation’). Therefore these will not necessarily be applied in national 

law. National courts do apply international customary law (read par. 3, ‘international law of 

coexistence’) and often see this as a law that stands ‘above’ domestic legislation.  

Treaties can be incorporated into the domestic legislation in two ways: by a short statute with 

the treaty as an annex (verwijzing) or through a more thorough reformulation and interpretation 

in new legislation or through an amendment of existing legislation (wetswijziging). 

 

Source: International Law, p. 12-13. 

 

6.1 Differences between international law and national law 

 

There are several key differences between international law and national law: 

- The biggest difference between international law and national law is that international 

law is based on the consent of states. The states ‘give their word’ that they will obey 

the rules that they made themselves. States can also decide not to give their consent 

when they don’t agree with the treaty. By doing so, the state would not become a 

member to that treaty and it would not have to obey the rules. In national law, on the 

other hand, law officials make the rules and the citizens must obey these rules, 

regardless of whether the citizens have given their consent. These law officials also 

make sure that citizens who don’t obey the law, will be punished for it. 

- Unlike in a domestic legal system, there is neither a legislative nor an executive branch 

in the international legal system. Similarly, although a number of international courts 

have been created over the years, there is no mandatory and well-established procedure 

for the settlement of legal disputes. In general, international law remains a decentralised 
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legal system in which it is primarily up to the legal subjects themselves to create, 

interpret and enforce the law. There is no separation of powers, no trias politica. 

- International law is fragmented: separate legal norms and institutions have developed 

largely independently from one another, due to the existence of non-identical groupings 

of states and functional issues. National law is on the other hand way more structured 

in its legal order.  

- National law has a vertical effect (between states and its citizens), while international 

law has horizontal effect (between states that are equal to each other). 

 

Source: International Law, p. 13-15. 

 

7. The issue of enforcement of international law 

 

Unlike national legal systems, international legal systems lack police enforcement and a 

mandatory judicial system that can enforce the law. The way that complaints are being handled, 

on the other hand, have made significant progress since the Second World War. There are  

numerous courts and tribunals with competence to hear complaints and decide on disputes about 

alleged breaches of international law: the International Court of Justice (ICJ), Permanent Court 

of Arbitration (PCA), International Tribunal for the Law of the Seas (ITLOS) and the Dispute 

Settlement Body (DSB). The UN also has a range of monitoring bodies and committees to deal 

with complaints relating to human rights law. In Europe the CJEU and the ECtHR decide on 

matters relating to breaches of treaties. 

As said before, international legal systems lack policing and actual enforcement of breaches of 

international law. The UN Security Council is able to enforce international law, but this is rare. 

In practice the Security Council is more concerned with political and strategic consideration 

than with the law. If the Council does decide to take action, it has a wide range of options 

available to it. It (in the worst case) even has the competence to authorize use of force in order 

to uphold peace and security. The Council can also impose a variety of forms of sanctions or 

organize peacekeeping operations to uphold peace and security.  

Next to the UN, there are also regional organizations that help enforce international law. The 

EU, for instance, has created an elaborate system for enforcing breaches of EU law.  

In most cases, however, an aggrieved (benadeelde) state will have to help itself and take its 

own measures. A state can, for example, respond to another state’s breach by choosing to breach 

its international legal obligations towards that state as well. According to the principles of state 

responsibility (later meer hierover) this could be a proportionate and non-forceful 

countermeasure. Another option for the aggrieved state is to take measures of retorsion 

(vergeldingsmaatregel). Examples are halting foreign aid, suspending trade, or cancelling state 

visits.  

Generally, states will honour their legal obligations towards each other. The states are all aware 

of the long term benefits to everyone of a well-functioning international legal system where 

promises are kept and agreements are honoured. Next to this, states care about their reputation 

and want to be seen as respectable and law-abiding members of the international society. Lastly, 

states can only enjoy the benefits of an organization if they abide (gehoorzamen) by the 

established norms, practices and institutions.  
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Source: International Law, p. 15-17. 

 

8. The alleged inadequacy of international law in the 21 st century. 

 

The fact that the international legal system is still very ‘state’-oriented, makes it difficult to 

achieve societal goals of global concern, like combating climate change and eradicating 

poverty. Things like state sovereignty and the consensual character of treaty-making can often 

stand in the way. That it is hard to find a balance between the state-centric system and ‘justice’, 

can be explained by the initial purpose of the international legal system. It was created to uphold 

international order and stability – it was not so much about justice. International law is primarily 

occupied with finding the answers that are required to separate the powers of the sovereign 

states and to ensure the maintenance or order and stability. It should be noted, that order and 

stability is also needed to achieve societal goals. 

While states often disagree about whether or not the existing system should be more responsive 

to dealing with global issues, right now all states recognize that the existing – Westphalian and 

state-centric – system is the best option and no serious attempts have been made to replace it 

by anything else. 

 

Source: International law, p. 17-18. 
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9. Elements of international law 

In order to prepare you for the coming weeks, we made a short overview of the elements that 

will be discussed in more detail throughout this course. 

Sources of international law: 

- Treaties 

- Customary law 

- General principles  

- Subsidiary sources 

Subjects of international law: 

- Mainly States, but also… 

- Intergovernmental organization 

- Armed opposition groups 

- Multinational corporations 

- Non-governmental organizations 

- Individuals  

Jurisdiction: 

The authority of States can enact and enforce international law. 

Immunity: 

When it has been established that a State has jurisdiction, it can be that the individual over 

whom this jurisdiction is exercised enjoys immunity (because he or she is an important person). 

Obligations and responsibility: 

States have obligations and state responsibility comes into the picture when States violate such 

an obligation. 

Dispute-settlement: 

This refers to the way disputes between States should be (peacefully) settled and by whom.  

Relationship with national law: 

In the national legal order, also norms of international law can be invoked.  

 


